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daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 13/02/2009 :  11:27:16  

If you have more than these, please post them.
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

dave d
I start counting

95 Posts

Posted - 13/02/2009 :  13:32:29  

you too can have a record collection just like Dusty's

http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/Original-Soundtrack-Black-Nativity-UK-vinyl-record-LP_W0QQitemZ360130729489QQcmdZViewItemQQimsxZ20090211
IMSfp=TL090211131001r11747-- i believe it is an american musical of the nativity starring an all black cast possibly recorded in 1961/62- it
sabbath album 'nativity' that i thought it was with a different cover to what i have a seen!!

i am trying to identify another record - the one with the white sleeve that is behind the mucho bitmo album ( i take it, that is a latin americ
a bit of the old latin american music)) in the album rack it looks like " music to strip to" or "music to 5trio" any body have any ideas. Brian?

i thought this picture was taken Dusty's home but when i looked closer , behind Dusty there is a costume rack and of course the very large
against- surely it must be a dressing room in a theater - i wonder where it was?

unless Dusty was saving a few bob and storing all her stage clothes in her flat?

Edited by - dave d on 13/02/2009 13:42:34

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 13/02/2009 :  14:03:17  

I'm looking! Came up with another tartan one....and a bigger version of the one Carole posted.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'
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8313 Posts

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 13/02/2009 :  15:07:49  

That's the same brown chair Cas, so yes, I'd say definitely same flat. Dave, I'm thinking that she would have to store her clothes at home a
own record collection, and you'd expect her to keep that at home. Madeline came over to the UK with the Black Nativity show, possibly in 1
here. I guess it's possible that Dusty saw the show on stage. I'd guess that the album half hidden on the floor is the Exciters as there is a 

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 13/02/2009 :  17:50:51  

I thought I'd post this one as well, even though it's taken a while later. The brown chair is still there!
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 13/02/2009 17:53:14

Laura
Administrator

United Kingdom
3075 Posts

Posted - 13/02/2009 :  18:42:02      

I love these piccies! Thanks, il see what I can dig out on my pooter at home...

Love, Laura xx

Let's Shop Dusty!
http://astore.amazon.co.uk/letadu-21

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 13/02/2009 :  20:10:35  

I love all these photos and it's great to have them all in one place so we can easily find them again. I haven't seen the blue slacks before -
looks great in them with that pink shirt. These particular (slacks) photos do make me want to say 'Dusty, could you take that thing off you
minutes!?'

My favourite photo of Dusty with that wig is the tom boy one on the roof where the wig is a bit of a mess. I tried to buy one those photos 

Thank you so much Carole and Cas for this fabulous thread.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 13/02/2009 :  20:59:35    

Oh these are fantastic!!!!!! I love every single one of them, and I am thrilled at the quality of them - and more so, that there is the inclusio
always loved the similar image we usually see, but have not seen this wider shot before now :)

Will 

"..you're in my heart and on my mind.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 13/02/2009 :  23:11:05  

It's funny you should mention the "tomboy" shot on the roof Memphis because I was looking at one earlier and was wondering if it was poss
the ones in the flat. She could even be on the roof of Baker St! Her hair is identical, just slightly windblown. That wig didn't always look the
slightly differently but here it looks the same.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."
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1455 Posts

http://cgi.ebay.com/SHIRELLES-BABY-ITS-YOU-SCEPTER-504-STILL-SEALED-WOW_W0QQitemZ150326032806QQcmdZViewItemQQptZMusi

Edited by - daydreamer on 14/02/2009 10:05:55

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  09:26:58    

MY MY CLIVE WHAT GOOD EYES YOU HAVE

MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

Edited by - mssdusty on 14/02/2009 09:27:33

dave d
I start counting

95 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  10:05:11  

well done Clive-- can we identify any more? looking at the ebay prices that little lot is worth a small fortune!!

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  10:06:31  

quote:

Originally posted by Clive

that Lp is The Shirelles Baby It's You

http://cgi.ebay.com/SHIRELLES-BABY-ITS-YOU-SCEPTER-504-STILL-SEALED-WOW_W0QQitemZ150326032806QQcmdZViewItemQQptZMusic_on_Vinyl

Well spotted Clive, the man was obviously a plant!

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  10:09:55    

HE SURE WAS CAROLE

MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  11:05:27  

In the first black & white photo where Dusty is holding her cat I'm sure one of the LPs on the floor is Peggy Lee's All Aglow Again

http://cgi.ebay.com/Peggy-Lee-All-Aglow-Again_W0QQitemZ4867256709QQcmdZViewItemQQptZMusic_on_Vinyl

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  11:18:33  

I do believe you're right again Clive  So do we think this could be Dusty up on the roof of Baker St?
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  11:19:47  

Nice clear huge image Carole...thank you.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  11:35:26  

Hey! That's one of my pictures! Well, one of the ones I've tried to get hold of. I love those pictures of Dusty 'up on the roof'! Thanks Carole

I'm almost sure she's wearing her 'Girl Called Dusty' shirt. My favourite Dusty shirt!

Very well done Clive for spotting the Shirelles (has she just come back from the States - I don't think she could've bought it in the UK?). Th
been careful about the records that are on show. They all mean something special. And having 'Black Nativity' up front is very intriguing. Kn
records are makes these photos almost iconic in my book. Like Will, I love the wider shot of Dusty in her room on the floor with the records 

Maybe one day, Carole's idea about a coffee table picture book will actually happen. I don't know if anyone remembers the largish scale Ma
book but something like that (biography plus photos) for Dusty would be perfect.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Edited by - memphisinlondon on 14/02/2009 11:40:22

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  11:49:45    

Wonderful photos, everyone... She has quite an 'eclectic' taste when it comes to home decoration, too!

And I get sweaty hands from the pic with Dusty balancing on that rail...

Cor xx

"I don't know what it is that makes me love you so..."
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Cardiff Bluesgirl
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1809 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  12:30:22  

yes I love that one and thats my favourite shirt as well. she looked pretty neat up there didnt she??

"every day I find your'e in my heart and on my mind" liz mason

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  13:07:47    

I've always thought that very casual denim look suited Dusty really, really well.

Will 

"..you're in my heart and on my mind.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  14:43:28    

Ditto, Will, ditto!

Cor xx

"I don't know what it is that makes me love you so..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  15:08:23    

Her waist is as small as Scarlet O'Hara's!

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  15:34:32    

I REMEMBER DUSTY SO SMALL........LOVED HER LEGS BACK THEN TOO

MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

jonny
Little by little

200 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  15:55:07  

very sharp eyes Clive!

it is a great set. be nice to see a bigger
one of this too, with Dusty hitting the 45s.

Edited by - jonny on 14/02/2009 15:59:02

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  16:53:05  

I love the pic with the bird pillow too..I also love Dusty's simple pink dress and bauble necklace..she looks very pretty.
The rooftop picture is such a great shot...it would be amazing if Dusty could really walk along that rail...what do you think..did she do it or 
photo people waiting to catch her? new one jonny...nice.
thanks for all the photos..now time to clean them up 

paula x

Edited by - paula on 14/02/2009 16:56:41

Clive
I’ll try anything

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  18:05:33  
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1455 Posts

I think the LP on top of the Shirelles LP is The Isley Brothers Shout

http://cgi.ebay.com/THE-ISLEY-BROTHERS-sealed-Shout-1959-Stereo-RCA-LP_W0QQitemZ310121432129QQcmdZViewItemQQptZMusic_on
hash=item310121432129&_trksid=p3286.c0.m14&_trkparms=72%3A1205%7C66%3A2%7C65%3A12%7C39%3A1%7C240%3A1318%7C301%3

jonny
Little by little

200 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  18:08:40  

you are a flippin genius Clive, fantastic!

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 14/02/2009 :  18:10:16  

You're a complete detective Clive

I'm still up on the roof and so is Dusty but this time she took the guitar too.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

allherfaces Posted  14/02/2009 :  18:44:18
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2242 Posts

Is that album in your collection by any chance?

Carole R xx

"Let everyone debate the true reality, I'd rather see the World the way it used to be"

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 15/02/2009 :  08:52:36  

quote:

Originally posted by Carole R.

Well spotted Clive...At first I thought, like Dave, it was probably an Exciters album, but you obviously have a much keener eye than the rest of us.

Is that album in your collection by any chance?

Carole R xx

"Let everyone debate the true reality, I'd rather see the World the way it used to be"

Unfortunately I don't have the album Carole but it has reminded me I should get a Shirelles CD.

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 15/02/2009 :  13:27:25    

quote:

Originally posted by daydreamer

You're a complete detective Clive

I'm still up on the roof and so is Dusty but this time she took the guitar too.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Classic rock pose - smashing her guitar. As if! 

Cor xx

"I don't know what it is that makes me love you so..."

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 15/02/2009 :  13:46:39  

Carole thanks for the Dusty and guitar up on the roof photo. I love it. 

The roof photos were published around April 1964 but that doesn't mean they were taken at that time. Does anyone know when the other 
taken? Here's the little photo (the original image is tiny) I saw on ebay:
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Memphis
Ever since we met...

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 15/02/2009 :  13:57:30  

Clive thanks so much for tracking those album titles down. They have got my imagination running away with me especially because of the d
records eg The Shirelles (Scepter, 1962). I am thinking this must be 1963 (I see from the thread title it is!)and that the records photos cap
decided upon her new musical path. 

I just want to check (especially with Carole) what I'm thinking with you all. Dusty looks like a 'Springfields' group member to me in these pho
her Exciters epiphany in New York, back in London and about to start out as a solo singer? Or has she already made that transition?

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Edited by - memphisinlondon on 15/02/2009 14:05:07

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 15/02/2009 :  20:04:25  

These pictures were taken while Dusty was still with the group, if I can find an exact date I'll post it. She was rid of that hair do before goi

Nativity, I thought I'd post a YouTube clip from 1962.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xPQ0uMpmEmU&feature=related

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 15/02/2009 :  20:51:54  

Oh thanks so much Carole (and for the clip). 

This means this thread could make a crucial chapter in your coffee table book.  Dusty is telling us (and The Springfields' fans) that times a

changing too. The other great chapter you've made is 'Dusty in the Studio'.

In my own youth I bought 'Gospel at Colonus' the same kind of thing as 'Black Nativity'. I was listening to the Shirelles, and Dionne Warwick
albums), Isley Brothers and of course lots of Motown by then too. Discovering all this great music was so exciting. 

But what must it have been like for Dusty at the time it all started to happen? When she just happened to be in the USA and happened to 
Shirelles, Dionne Warwick, Baby Washington, Chuck Jackson etc? It must have been amazing for her because it changed her career path. S
interviews and now we have these photos too. This thread has been another great LTD gift. I can't thank you (Carole, Cas and Clive - The
great thread.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Edited by - memphisinlondon on 15/02/2009 20:56:43

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 15/02/2009 :  20:52:15    

Love that ladeh on the right. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ThxnRrwIHAQ&feature=related

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 15/02/2009 :  20:58:25  

Lol! I've just watched that clip - 15 mins ago! Yes, I think that girl's got something special!

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Edited by - memphisinlondon on 15/02/2009 20:59:08

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 16/02/2009 :  15:06:11  

ooooweeee.. great clip, powerful voice.
paula x

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 16/02/2009 :  18:57:57  

Lovely pictures everyone - thanks.

W d
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Australia
5805 Posts

lsparks18
Little by little

USA
132 Posts

Posted - 28/02/2009 :  14:02:14  

Thanks,all. Nice pictures.

Sparkie

Vangrrl
I start counting

Canada
28 Posts

Posted - 28/02/2009 :  22:42:05  

Just looking again a couple pages up....boy, Dusty sure as hell did have a small waist! Maybe it *is* a good thing she never had babies, she
uncomfortable to say the least. Most likely c-section material too. Back in those days it wasn't the smaller incision it is now...

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1509 Posts

Posted - 26/03/2009 :  02:38:09    

Some of my all time favorites here. Thanks guys. Hadn't seen the top 2.

Michael
---

streepalicious
Little by little

Australia
279 Posts

Posted - 04/04/2009 :  03:48:12    

Oh, thanks for all these! They're brilliant photos of Dusty...

Alice xxxxx

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1509 Posts

Posted - 13/04/2009 :  13:49:54    

I think I've said it before, but we really need a coffee-table book of Dusty photos one of these days.

Michael
---

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 13/04/2009 :  14:09:44  

It's coming Michael, via Paul Howes

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 13/04/2009 :  22:32:15    

Seriously??? Oh I will really look forward to that, Carole.

Will 

"..we were strangers a moment ago.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

Corinna
Forum Admin

Posted - 14/04/2009 :  11:08:25    

Oh that's great news!!

Cor xx

"I don't know what it is that makes me love you so..."
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1163 Posts

Oh! I really love the ones with the kitty!

Sara x
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